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Lowes rigid caster wheels

Claus Valca (ク ウ is ヴァ)カ the main protagonist in the last exile. He is the son of Hamilcar Valco and Justina Valco. is also part of the vanship duo with Lavie Head and fighter pilot on Silvana. After the events of the last exile he moved to Earth and started a farm with Lavie in manga, The Last Exile - Travelers from hourglass. Four years later, in the events
of the Anti-Luscinia Uprising, Claus makes his return in the last exile - Fam, Silver Wing. The content of [the show] Personality &amp; CharacterEdit Claus is a carefree man with the ambition to become a great pilot. He is a man of his word with a strong aesthetic on the vanship pilot code(s); Once he accepts the mission, he must see it to the very end. This is
because of his reputation as a young qualified and reliable pilot that allows him to fly on advanced missions. As a child, he was orphaned at a young age and was forced to grow up quickly to survive in the city of Norkia. Although his father died on his mission as a ship pilot, he followed in his father's footsteps and also wanted to accomplish, his father's
unfulfilled mission: via the Grand Stream to Disith. Because his best friend and navi, Lavie Head, both lost their fathers in the Big Stream, they both had similar ambitions. Originally only in order to become a highly skilled vanship pilot, Claus's world was affected during the Anatoray-Disith War. Claus recovered Alvis from the dying pilot of the ship, Ralph
Wednesday. After promising to help deliver Alvis to Silvana, they have been persecuted by the guild since Al. After being rescued by Alex Row, they do not believe their intentions with Al, as he and Lavie ended up staying at Silvana to look after her. From there, he changed his outlook on life and eventually became involved in the war. After fulfilling his life-
long dream with Lavie, there was nothing of value for them to stay in Prester and he and his family (Lavie, Al, and Holly) decided to emigrate to Earth to start a new life. However, the Guilds on Earth were also following Al and it infuried Claus to know that the guild would consider humanity only as breeders and their attempts to kidnap Al (who considers
himself a family member). Despite this purpose, he decided again to protect Al from her pursuers. Skills &amp; SkillsEdit Claus is considered one of the best pilots in Prester and on Earth. Although young, he has enough flight and combat experience to take on the Starfish Guild and any Battleship Anatoray-Disith Army. He's most skilled at sharp turns and
evasive maneuvers, earning the nickname Immelmann from Dio, for the famous flight maneuver. AppearanceEdit Has light brown hair and blue eyes. He is seen wearing a dark brown pilot's uniform, but his gloves are much darker brown than what he wears. HistoryEdit Latest ExileEdit BeginningsEdit from left to right: George Lavie Head, Claus Roller, Justin
Valca, Hamilcar Valca. At the age of one, Claus's father, Hamilcar Valca (an eccentric nobleman who loved flight), moved with his wife and Claus to the city of Norkia from the imperial capital. They moved alongside Georges Head and his daughter Lavie Head. Hamilcar and George became a vanship duo (Hamilcar as a pilot, and George as a navigator) and
made income through their missions. Through their fathers, both Claus and Lavie would learn ways of piloting and navigating and learn their appreciation for flying in the sky. Life on the estate was peaceful, but the money was tight. Although born out of nobility, Claus's family never considered themselves better than commoners and have done enough with
the work they get into. Claus would often pitch to help around the house chores, but to make things interesting, his father would often do role plays and suggest the roles are a 1-h mission to motivate him. Since Lavie is tomboyish by nature, she would rather do what Claus does. On Lavia's birthday, the Valca family celebrated with the Head family with an
outdoor BBQ. The Head family brought water to celebrate this special day. Lavie and Claus worked on making sandwiches while adults baked meat. It was one of the most memorable moments in the time before the tragedy struck Claus. One day, Claus and Lavie's fathers went on a 10-star mission to cross the Great Stream to give a message of peace with
the Disith, from which neither of them ever returned. This message was brought to them by the only survivors of the mission and devastated Claus' mother. Lavie is orphaned, but was taken and stayed with the Valca family (Claus' family). To honor their fathers, they created empty graves for them as a place to honor their deaths. Unfortunately, tragedy would
strike again as Justina Valca (Claus's mother) died of stress and exhaustion approximately two years later, an orphaned Claus as well. She was buried under the same resting place as the empty graves of the duo's fathers. After her death, he makes a resolution with Lavie for a day through the Grand Stream together as their fathers. Although orphaned, the
duo had their parents' possessions and lived their silence for some time. Using everything they have learned from their fathers, they both spend their days trying to master vanship piloting and navigation. After many attempts and mistakes, the duo eventually mastered their fathers' roles and Claus was eager to join the Grand Stream. Unfortunately, their
plans were halted due to financial problems. Without the adults helping them, Claus did not know that the family owed money to the merchants (merchants) over their disembarkation. They decided to save their outings over their parents' homes, destroying their property to pursue the dream of crossing the Great Stream. To survive in Norkia, they quickly
became one of the youngest twins to join union to survive as couriers. With the help of friends, the two found an open space above the canal line and built a small shack-like wooden house and continued as couriers until they succeeded in their ambitions. Preparing the Norkia Cup &amp; 3-Star MissionEdit Several years have passed, Claus is 15 years old
and continues to live in the small shack-like home he and Lavie made a life out of. Both Claus and Lavie continue to work on their dream to fly into the Grand Stream one day, but are currently trying to be bigger vanship pilots first. Recently, the Norkia Cup was announced and they intend to compete in the race. One morning, Claus drilled holes in their ship.
The Norkia Cup was about to start very soon and the preliminary Time Attack (ranking placing in the race) will begin later in the day. While Claus works on a vanship of weight loss, she hears Lavie venting her frustrations over a breakfast sandwich. She is upset because the Disith invasion has inflated engine prices to double and the duo needed a booster
system to insure victory in the race; with such unreasonable prices are at a disadvantage. With breakfast ready, Lavie checked with Claus about weight loss and he mentions that 30 ounces was taken away; estimated about 40 ounces after completion on the ship. To avoid further weight problems, both agreed to skip breakfast to make flying easier. As the
two were thinking about the race, the bell rang to alarm all freelance pilots available for work. With Lavie's strong enthusiasm to find a profitable job for the booster, the two took off and quickly flew into the canyon. Eventually, Lavie decided to take a 3-star mission: delivering the message of David Mad-thane to Minagith from the Mad-thane household.
However, Claus was worried because the 3-star carries danger, but Lavie took the mission and Claus went with him. On the mad-thane family estate, both Claus and Lavie looked on in wonder at Mad-thane's water fountain. It was flowing with such clean water and Lavie wondered, it was drinking without boiling it. Claus took the initiative and told her not to
worry about drinking it first, it was good. Lavie tried to get water, but she ran into a butler in the home and showed they were from the Vanship Union, ready to deliver a message to David Mad-thane. were sent to see Lady Mad-thane Lady Mad-thane was surprised that the couriers were so young and against giving them a job as it was considered too
dangerous. Lavie, however, claimed to have exceptional records showing they were not ordinary teenagers. Lavie gave the butler their flight record, and he confirmed that even an adult would not keep such a record. Lavie then appealed to Lady Mad-thane, reasoning if they were rejected, it would cost all day to reschedul their application and have her
message delivered. With that, Lady Mad-thane agreed he gave them both money and a letter, saying that David should be the only person to read it. As they embraced their mission, Lady Mad-thane's daughter, Holly Mad-thane awkwardly appeared and asked Claus to help her deliver a letter to him as well and the two happily accepted. In the minagith sky,
the duo found Claimh Solais (the ship that David Mad-thane commands) and asked for permission to land. After that permit, Claus made a clean side-swipe landing, a move that impressed the adult vanship pilot in tow. After they introduced themselves, the duo were escorted to see Commander Mad-thane. While heading for the bridge, Lavie wondered with
Anatoray to win and the parade soldier confirmed with confidence that he did. Unfortunately, the victory was short-lived. The unregistered Disith combat fleet arrived and started shooting at the Anatoray fleet. On the bridge, both Claus and Lavie were confused about what was happening when they thought they were winning. It was a while ago that an
unapproved group of boats in the Disith capital fired several volleys and hit Claimh Solais. While the shell hit near the bridge, it was not a direct hit, but the shock was enough to knock several crews, including the duo down to the ground. After Claus recovered, he checked Lavie's condition and she confirmed she was fine. Claus then checked their tube
management and found it safely undamaged on the floor. Lavie then tried to persuade a nearby soldier to help them deliver the message to Commander Mad-thane, but they couldn't pass. Claus pulled Lavie behind him, saying that it is important to report personally to Mad-thane; The Executive Director (XO) felt that their presence was annoying and had
them sent back. On a vanship hanger, the two found reasons to believe that their mission was successful. However, the fact that there was not even a signature to prove their completion was upset at Claus; Lavie explained that he couldn't be helped because they were kicked out. Claus didn't feel any better about the matter, and Lavie thought that if he kept
a small piece of Claimh Solais, it would be physical proof that they boarded the ship and released their report. However, their mission has not been fully completed. When Lavie tried to pull the metal plate out of the hanger, a test tube came out from Holly. That's when they realized they forgot to deliver Holly's letter. They haven't been able to get back on the
bridge since they were fired. To remedy this problem, Claus and Lavie tapped into the ship's communications systems and began reading the news aloud. Unfortunately, XO was not amused and demanded pilots be arrested. To finish the letter as quickly as possible, Claus kept in tow the front door to snooze the soldiers for as long as possible as they could
reach. However, Claus delayed barely a minute before the soldiers restrained them and held them at the shooting range. Unexpected help, however, was given to sympathetic musketeer Mullin Shetland. He held a fellow officer hostage to help finish reading the letter. XO commented loudly with anger at the speaker that neither the child nor the commoner
could understand the importance of chivalry, especially vanship pilots. Claus tried to explain that to understand it, but Lavie was angry xo comments and retorted, Have you ever had a day when you couldn't sleep because you were too hungry!? As far as I'm concerned, your knighthood stinks! A senior officer who was being held hostage was angered at
Lavia's words and insisted he shoot the duo, regardless of whether Mullin would shoot him or not. There was supposed to be a bloody shootout when Commander Mad-thane intervened. Mad-thane demanded no soldier would place their weapons on himself because he had only just begun his fight against Disith. He then acknowledged the delivery of the
two had been completed and asked the two to reply to a message for him: to tell his daughter that he would return home. Asked if they were ready to fly out, Mad-thane asked for their prize for such work and asked for his safe return. As the two aimed to fly back to the Mad-thane estate, Claus saw how Disith is chasing the receding Anatoray battle-fleet.
When he saw such unfair conditions, he tried to fly around the Guild ship while Lavie tried to ask for their intervention. Unfortunately, they did not listen and Claus decided to stop Disith's ship by interfering himself. With such limited smoke, it wasn't enough to blind the Disith ships. When Claus was ready to charge himself over the nearby ship Disith, a red
boat appeared and told them to follow their lead. The red ship (Tatiana Wisla's science) dropped two bombs and destroyed the ship. Immediately afterwards, Silvana appeared in the combat zone and threw the Disith fleet into chaos. Both flew to a safe distance to observe the chaos and were glad that the Anatoray fleet successfully retreated home. Back at
the Mad-thane estate, Claus happily told Holly that his father was fine and would be back soon. Although the mission was a great success, their race results suffered for it. Because they were too preoccupied to enter the preliminary attack time, they were rated last in the race. However, they enjoyed the day by drinking part of the water they gained from the
Mad-thane fountain. Day of the Norkia Cup &amp; 7-Star Mission TransferEdit On the morning of the Cup, Claus slept next to his boat. He slept healthily until Lavie found him in a sobbing and unfilled mouth with a breakfast sandwich. Though tired, his eyes opened wide open with surprise as their vanship reached the booster accelerator they wanted. She
kept the sandwich in her mouth, asked (over the sandwich) how she did Lavia and she explained that she got it from a parts dealer in at night. With the booster, Lavie was convinced that their ambition to win the race was no longer a dream come true. At the races, vanship pilots began to take their positions. As Claus prepared for the race, several vanship
pilots (knowledge duo) flew and laughed at the two. Sunny Boy came to mock how they both made it on time without falling asleep, but Lavie retorts she may see his nose hairs (a sensitive topic of Sunny Boy). Then Fat Chicken came in and beemied the two for not being suited to the kids cheering for the kids; Lavie infuriating him by the bullying of his
weight. Hurricane Hawk came in and also bemished the duo for not finishing the race last time. However, Claus was focused on the race. Having waved the flag, Claus raced down the streets-turned-racetrack Norkia City. To minimize the decrease in speed during rotation, Claus made sharp turns and used the walls of buildings to help him stay on track
without slowing down. After the duo reached 4. Flying through sewer tunnels, Claus took the bold step of flying their ship temporarily underwater to rise directly under Fat Chicken and succeeded. Watching the 2nd place racer, Sunny Boy, the two moved passed him easily as his booster was damaged on impact in the claus vanship; their real challenge was
Hurricane Hawk. Two caught up with Hurricane Hawk in the canyon. With Claus's pilot skills, he bypassed Hurricane Hawk with a barrel roll and prepared to use a booster to win the race. Unfortunately, the timing couldn't be any worse as an unidentified and heavily damaged vanship appeared in front of them. Although unexpected, Claus used his skills to
avert crashes into the ship, but the damaged ship crash-landed into the woods. Although in the first place, Claus could not let the downed vanship go unattended and gave up on the race. On the ground, the two were searching for a downed ship they had encountered before. After landing near an open river, they found both badly injured pilots. When Lavie
tried to check on navi, the pilot said the person was already dead. Then he introduced himself, Ralph Wednesday, a dead passenger, Guita, and Al. He asked Claus to accept the transfer of his mission when he died. Claus was surprised it was a seven-star mission, but Ralph begged Claus and, with Lavie's blessing, officially accepted the transfer. To the
duo's surprise, Ralph's cargo is Al. Just then, guild starfish, who chased him earlier, can be heard nearby. Ralph volunteered to act as bait for the duo to escape with Al, but also warned them never to activate their engines because it has the ability to detect Claudia engines. Before leaving, Ralph asked Claus to give his vanguard a puppet puppet and the two
ran back to their vanship. The duo then fled by pushing their vanshp into the river and swam their way across the river to avoid detection. As the two floated down, they heard an explosion (Ralph self-destructed his vanship along with each other to stop the starfish from chasing the duo), and even though Ralph had died, Claus actually believed he was still
alive. While flowing down the river, Claus began to reassess the contents of his mission with Lavie. According to the letter, they are supposed to deliver Al under the supervision of Alex Rowe, Captain Silvana. Lavie openly refused as captain and his ship is one of the most infamous ships in the sky, full of great supernatural secrets. However, Claus was firm
about completing this very important mission. Hiding From The Guild &amp; Delivering AlEdit Back at home, Al was placed in Lavie's room to rest while the two make plans to intercept Alex Row. While Lavie tried to do some quick repairs and maintenance through their vanship, Claus made plans to prevent the Detection Guild from floating through sewer
tunnels in order to safely get to the point of decline. Although they accepted the mission, Lavie wanted to revisit Claus because it's a seven-star mission, but to Lavie's dismay, Claus was excited about it. When he loaded the landing provisions, he reminded her that they had accepted the mission on Ralph's behalf, but Lavie pointed to Ralph's fate because of
it. Both then went out to explore the night. Lavie was still worried about the Guild starfish, but Claus was more confident and believed Ralph's explosion had to destroy the starfish. Lavie was more skeptical about it. However, Lavie went with him and decided to prepare vanship engines before leaving, but Claus didn't want to risk their engine alarming potential
threats and had Lavie put it on hold until conditions changed. Back in their hanger, Lavie expressed strong skepticism over their mission when they re-spun the hanger wires. Silvana is full of myths, and Lavie thinks they may not survive their mission; Even though Claus agreed it was a ship full of gossip, it wasn't enough to deter him. Lavie then recalled how
Silvana landed in the village of Mayasa and no one mentioned Silvana as they all died. Lavie explained that the last one who died was fat chicken's grandmother. However, Claus revealed her story as she recalled seeing Fat Chicken's grandmother on a glass. Lavie continued to argue for his life, but they were interrupted by Al waking up. They both took Al
to the kitchen for dinner. At the table, Al asked for Giu juda, but the two of them didn't have the heart to tell her she was dead. Lavie apologised: she was too busy with other things and dropped her off. Al didn't want to eat dinner and irritated Lavia that she couldn't do anything for herself. Claus held back Lavie against a sensitive situation, but they were
interrupted when Al ran watch the lime. A random boat flew over, and Al thought Gita was coming back for her. Claus quickly ran after her and got her back inside in fear of possible danger. Al still wanted to know that Gita was coming back, and Claus lied about coming back tomorrow to get her to cooperate. Just then Lavie activated their vanship engines
and Claus was upset that she would turn it on after she wanted him. However, Lavie claimed they would be at a disadvantage if they did not comply with the necessary checks so that they could fly properly. Claus couldn't argue her point and dressed in their pilot suits to prepare for an early holiday. Before he slept, he went to check on Al. She was curious
about the pictures on the wall and Claus explained these are pictures of him and Lavia when they were younger. Then, Al tired and went to sleep; Claus was relieved that Al calmed down and went to see Lavia. Outside, Claus pondered Lavie's importance to Al for the mission, but Lavie warned him not to get too involved. Claus then reminded Lavia that she
is all alone, much like them at her age. Then, they all went to bed, but they would soon visit the Guild. While he slept next to the vanship, Claus was awakened by the feint sound coming from Al's room. The unit unleashed its robotic weapons and began attacking, trying to catch Al. Lavie was also woken by a commotion and Claus called Lavie to run at it. The
duo then grabbed their prepped gear on a hanger and quickly dropped their vanship right under their home and into the water channels. By the time they fled, their house was a victim. After falling into the canal, Claus checked Al. She was fine and mentioned those starfish are always after her. Starfish then stabbed them to the floor in an attempt to get Al and
Lavie suggested turning on the vanship to run at it, but Claus didn't want them to be detected and continued his dangerous quiet run. Using a breaking system like a rudder, they drifted themselves across the channel to escape. Once outside the tunnel, Claus checked with Lavie through their course and directions. On the incoming fork, Lavie warned Claus
this would be their last chance to save themselves. If they turn right, they will head to Vanship Union headquarters, where AL and someone else could be assigned to the role. Lavie pleaded with Claus to give up on the mission, but looking at the frightened Al, Claus decided to see the mission through and made a left turn (to Lavie's dismay). The trio then
entered another tunnel. This time, it revealed that the water was shining. Claus explained to Al that Claudia mineral deposits are washed into tunnels from mines, but are not allowed to take them. In the past, bearings, Lavie used a candle to light her remaining path. Lavie threw some breakfast, yesterday's remnants of sandwiches; Claus explained to Al that
Lavie will never forget preparing for food. Al enjoyed a sandwich for a while until she started crying. Claus wondered why Al was crying and she was in tears asking about Gita's fate. Claus apologetically confirmed that Gita had died. However, there was no time to grieve for the dead as moments later, Cech caught up with them. As they traveled through the
tunnel, there was a spark of light, suggesting they were close to the exit; Once they leave the tunnel, they can get to the ruins of the temple to plant Al. However, Lavie realized that they still have a while to go before reaching the exit and they realized that it was a starfish. Claus had Lavie quickly activate the engines and the trio ran for their lives. To cut



through the starfish, Claus told the ladies to hold their breath (against the opposition of Lavia) as he intends to push the vanship underwater for a few seconds before flying back out and going through the starfish. After cutting through the starfish, they ran for their lives as the starfish is in hot pursuit. As they ran, Claus can see the real ascent this time and had
Lavie prepare to match the hook. The starfish then fired a shock wave, trying to use the power of the water to make their vanship, but Claus raised directly on the ceiling to avoid attack. The hook was then fired before they ascended to the waterfall. They then dragged the starfish with them as they fell and made a sharp curve back up, causing the starfish to
slam into waterfalls. Unfortunately, the tactics didn't work and the starfish fired and damaged science. The fuel tank van and air breaks suffered damage and Claus was forced to crash-land his vessel. However, they managed to get into the ruins of the temple. After checking to make sure everyone was ok, they realised they were at the point of decline and
are now waiting for Alex Row. Unfortunately, the starfish of the previous still works and grabbed Al. Claus tried to fight for Al, but the starfish easily knocked him down. Guild pilot had enough of Claus and he tried to kill Claus, but Alex Row appeared to save the trio. Silvana's mechanics took a point, Godwin Austin and Gale Frank scored and secured Al from
the fallen starfish. Both thanked Claus for his hard work, but Claus didn't feel comfortable like Silvana's crew is handling Al; She's asking to know what they're going to do with her. Alex didn't want to be bothered and threw his bag of gold to allow Claus to pay half the fee for completing the mission. Claus realized the person in front of him was Alex Row and
tried to demand answers about Al's fate, but Alex ignored him and they left aboard Silvana. Chasing After The Silvana &amp; Getting Roughed UpEdit Determined to Get the Answers He Wanted, He to its science and uses a seal to seal the hull of the vessel to make it airworthiness again. However, Lavie pointed out that even if they were able to repair it,
they would still need fuel. Claus went siphon fuel from a fallen starfish. At the opening, the body of the dead Guild pilot was still inside. They went around the body and released fuel from and into the starfish. During exhaustion, Lavie reminded Claus that they have completed their mission, and that is as far as it goes. However, Claus claims that it is not over
until you learn about your intentions with Al, a trait that Lavie finds naive in Claus. Then, they began their chase after Silvana While accelerating their vanship, the two were surprised by the force of the fuel. The class purity was high and almost overwhelmed by their vanshp, but after Lavie made the necessary adjustments, they were able to fly under control.
Since the two had never seen starfish before, they wondered who would have such fantastic fuel and Claus theoristed that it belonged to the guild. Just then, the coin fell out of the bag that Alex paid them; Lavie took the money with her. Claus wasn't happy, but Lavie argued that it should be put to good use, such as maintaining and modernizing their
vanship. Claus thought it was thoughtful about her, but she argued the importance of remembering money. Not long after, the duo caught up with Silvana. As they got closer to Silvana, Claus was ready to charge, but Lavie noticed a warning message to stay away. Ignoring those warnings, Claus charged. Under Alex's orders, the ship began shooting at the
duo. Unknown to them, Alex was only playing with them, just enough to scare them away, however, it didn't work and with some evasive maneuvers, Claus crash-landed on Silvana's lower floor. After surviving their crash, the two re-positioned their vanship had secured them before joining Silvana. Through the front door, Lavie wondered why they stopped
shooting because they had a chance to finish and Claus did that to avoid trouble. They found the elevator and went to the hanger. They tried to go higher, but they realized that this elevator would only take you to a certain level. They entered the hanger and Claus recognized the red ship they encountered during the Battle of Minagithe. Claus wanted to feel
the ship when silvana's mechanics crew showed up. Surrounded, Godwin thought about their appearance and assumed they'd got things to do with the half-payment. Anthony Kostabi then insulted two vanships as a scrap and intends to teach them a lesson for scratching Silvana. Ethan Pelerin then wondered if it had anything to do with cuddly lamb dolls
and Claus used it as an excuse, saying he had to deliver a cuddly Al doll to complete his mission. Unfortunately, this was a transparent excuse as a crew it's gone. However, Claus was serious and intends to do that to Al to see that he is ok; He promised to complete this last assignment and be on his way. Anthony reasoned, if it was such a simple matter,
take the doll and deliver it to Al himself; Claus wouldn't let them do that, saying he had to personally deliver it to Al to finish his job. Unfortunately, they didn't sit well with the belly-crew and started obfuscating/roughing it up. The crew took turns punching and hitting Claus as the two tried to recreate the lamb doll for the belly-crew, but Claus only got hurt. It
wasn't until an unexpected performance by the scientist, Tatiana Wisla, that the crew stopped messing around. Tatiana gave them back the lamb dolls and returned it to the battered Claus. When she handed it to him, she asked to know his name. After saying his name, Tatiana and her navi, Alister Agrew, prepare to start. Before leaving the hanger, Tatiana
told Claus to head to the bridge to ask for Al Claus then asked for Tatiana's name, but she stopped. Claus wondered if he would give her a name, and Alis thought she didn't know his place. Tatiana, however, introduced herself and left. Claus then made it to the bridge to ask Alex about Al. Unfortunately, the beating took off the belly-crew took its toll on his
body and he fainted. Planning for Escape &amp; Silvana Vs GuildEdit Then Claus was taken to the guest room where he can relax while Lavie took care of him. To his surprise, Lavie woke him up to reveal that Al was fine. Al wondered if he was ok; admitted that his face is not the best form, but it is good. Claus then forced himself to resurrect. With the three
reunited again, he intends to flee together, but Alvis pointed out that his boat was damaged. Seconds later, Sophia Forrester, Silvana XO came up with some snacks and apologized for the belly-crew's mistreatment. Lavie was impressed with both the clarity of the water and encouraged Claus to try some, but was not in the mood. Looking at Sophia's face,
she could tell she wanted to talk to Alex and he was escorted there for a chat. In the captain's cabin, Alex and Claus talked. Claus wanted to know about alex's intentions with Al and Alex again asked Claus the same question. Claus replied that he wanted to protect her, but because he could not elaborate on his reasons, Alex felt that his determination was
weak and could not protect her. However, Claus angrily replied that it was safer with him than on Silvana. Alex wanted to know Claus's reasons for being in heaven, and just as he was going to mention his ambitions with Grand Stream, there was a report of a Guild attack. Claus thought that the attack of the guild is the perfect opportunity to escape Silvana;
Lavie pointed out that their boat had suffered damage, but Claus was convinced they could escape as long as the engine was still in use. On the hanger has been busy handling fighter jet launches and damage control. Claus used the time to quickly repair their ship enough to get him flying. As they tried to get their vanship running, Lavie had trouble
loosening one of the screws and just as Claus was going to help, Gale showed up to help, just as Sophia for Al. Lavie used her key and hit Gale, angry at the fact for such a familiar safe ship, they are not doing well; she was also upset that she ended up in such a deadly situation and their disembarkations were also violated. Claus reasoned that they would
fly, but Lavie was angry with Claus for being naive in this situation. Their situation was diffuse after the starfish got to the hanger. Godwin managed to destroy the unit, but not before he seriously broke Claus' ship. Angry at what happened to his landed, Claus asked for the vanship fighter to fight to the enemy. Surprisingly, Alex didn't mind heavily at Claus's
request and gave him permission to use one of his fighters. As the belly-crew prepared to launch Claus and Lavie, the crew gave the duo last-minute instructions on how to use their combat system. After understanding how to use your weapons, reloading and other controls, Claus was ready to fight. However, the battle came to him early. Another starfish
managed to enter the hanger and Claus used his weapons to squeeze the starfish. He then rammed the starfish with his fighter and pushed it out of Silvana and began to engage the goal. Because the battleship is different from what he was used to, he had to learn how to control his ship while trying to shoot down starfish. Unfortunately, the starfish are very
fast and maneuverable, and Lavie had trouble handling the battle when she feared for her life. As the battle progressed, the starfish attacked Claus from above and he had to avoid the incoming fire. To avoid persecution of the enemy, he attempted a scissor manoeuvre and switched to Immelman Turn to shake off their attacker. However, the battle would
change as Claus's actions caught the attention of guild member Dio Eraclea. Like Claus's locked-on starfish, he was interrupted by appearance as a new starfish (two starfish combined as one, with Dio Eraclea and Lucciola as pilots) appeared. Claus tried to shake off his pursuer, but Dio's pilot capabilities are greater. He tried to go faster by telling Lavie to
push harder on engine power, but it did little to remedy the situation. As the chase continued, the duo realized that the starfish had a chance to fire, but did not; Claus believes the pilot will make a wrong way with him. Claus then tried to disappear into the clouds by pulling a sharp and hard turn quickly reappearing back in attempts to shoot down Dio from
behind. While he managed to go after Dio, he ran out of bullets and needed Lavie to install a new clip, however, Lavie suffered from Claus's earlier maneuver and does not have usable weapons to defend. As Dio continued to chase him, showing he had ample opportunity to shoot him down, he didn't and continued to mock him. His fun, however, was
interrupted by Tatiana's intervention. Tatiana had just returned from her envoy mission and provided combat assistance to Claus. However, both did not know that the starfish could be divided into two parts. So dad didn't ruin Dio's fun, Lucciola broke up to distract her. As Claus continued to shy away, Dio regained the goal, but before he could try anything
else, an appeal order was given and all the Warriors Guild returned to their motherhood. With no further chase, Claus headed back to Silvana, however, there was a momentary fear as the entire fleet of starfish that attacked Silvana flew in his direction. However, to his relief, they passed him without problems. Back on board Silvana, Claus wanted to thank
Tatiana, but he got scolded instead. She felt she was not worthy of piloting a fighter and equally felt Lavie was a liability when she suffered a red-out in the middle of surgery. Before she left, she reminded Claus that the fight was not to be played. Back inside Silvana, Al went to greet Claus and Lavia. Seconds later, Sophia announced through the speakers
that she'd have a special dinner (as a reward for their hard work). Seeing how hungry Al was, the trio headed to the vanship hanger to enjoy the crew dinner. Unlike the welcome they had last time, it was a pleasant experience for them. Then, the trio went to their shared neighborhood and slept. Stay On Silvana &amp; Watching The SkiesEdit Because Claus
never learned the truth behind Alex's reasons for having Al, he decided to stay on board the Silvana until he did; he also felt he had the best vantage point to monitor the situation developing in the sky aboard Silvana while he continued to use mech-crew tools to repair his vanship. Night at The Casino Royale &amp; Silvana Vs GoliathEdit While Claus slept
in, the Silvana made it to Walker's casino, the Casino Royale, for emergency repairs. The ship quietly docked late at night and most of the crew had temporary coastal vacations to enjoy the perks of the casino as the Walker crew quickly fixed Silvana's damage. Claus eventually woke up around 3 AM to find Lavie missing. He later realized the crew headed to
the casino and he decided to look at it while searching for Lavie. In the elevators, Anatoray's soldiers pushed him into the back, where he ran into Alisa. The soldiers pushed in hard as everyone was eager to catch the bird race, but the push caused Claus to hit the injured hand of Alis. Expressing concern for her hand, she blushed and thanked Claus for his
concerns. Unknown to them, Lavie had just started a full-blown battle: Silvana crew Vs Goliath crew in the casino floor, Claus was surprised by the violence taking place. Although not involved in the fight, the soldier pulled him out and threw him to the side floor. Alis took care of Claus, but the fight ended when Walker intervened. Goliath's commander,
Charles Knowles, was trying to kill Mullah Shetland when Walker fired a gun to stop Charles' attack, as well as the fight. Things escalated when Alex showed up. He had his crew return to Silvana, but Charles's ego demanded satisfaction and threw gloves on his back, meaning duel. According to the proposal of one of his men, Charles suggested a duel
between the ships and Alex stoically agreed. Aboard Silvana, the ship was honoring the rules of the duel by traveling some distance before shooting; Before Silvana could fire, Goliath's crew decided to fire forward in an attempt to destroy Silvana first. Unfortunately, Silvana experienced minimal damage and returned fire with their new jet-powered armor-
piercing Gatling gun. The Swiss' weapon was pulled down by Goliath and within seconds it was defused by the official signal of the duel. The entire crew, including Claus, was stunned by the destruction of the ship. Race at Cave Eight &amp; Dio's ChallengeEdit As night turned into a day, Claus and Lavie worked on repairing their vanship. In repairing their
vanship, Mullin volunteered to join; mentioned that he has mechanical experience and boasted of being more reliable than a bell-crew. Claus and Lavie watched as the belly-crew grabbed him and proposed to him (with his clothes off, naked) by Silvana's mech-crew. The duo were happy for Mullin when he found a new job aboard the ship. Afterwards,
Anthony told the duo that Sophia wanted to talk to them. The trio (Claus, Lavie, and Al) went to see Sophia and she mentioned taking part in an 8-hour endurance race; Claus assumes their next target is Horizon Cave. When asked how Claus knew, he explained all the vanship pilots had heard about the race and it's a race that vanship pilots would like to
enter once in a lifetime. Al wondered what the cave was about, and Claus explained it to her. It was an unusual race because it includes both the mechanical and pilot skills of each team. The mechanical crew shall restore the crashed ships on site to operational operation and fly no more than one lap within one hour. Sophia then asked if Claus wanted to
enter the race and he easily accepted, but there was a problem with the bellow-crew and she made Silvana's bellow-crew available. With all matters resolved, the duo happily agreed to enter the race. As Lavie and Al returned inside, Claus said Sophia was happy to get a chance at the race and he gave up on racing after staying aboard Silvana. When
Sophia asked why she couldn't race, he reasoned that the ships on board Silvana were meant to fight and not to race. However, Sophia reasoned that it is not just Because all the pilots of the ship will one day be needed to win freedom for the sky. Approaching horizon caves, Claus and others boarded a transport ship to enter the Horizon Cave. Although
there were many things Claus had in mind, his excitement for the race was all he could think of. Once inside Horizon Cave, the trio worked to unload their cargo. As he walked around the city, he looked at the wonder of the gigantic hourglass that will be used as a timer in the race. In the lottery vanship, the crew eagerly waited for their turn to pick out their
vanship. To include Al, Claus encouraged Al to help them choose colored balls in the lottery, it was gold. When it turned out to be their assigned vanship, it was in a dead pile of scrap and the duo worried if they could ever repair the ship to make it airworthy. As the two talked and planned things out, Tatiana was also involved in the race (though on a secret
mission) and objected to the amateur duo from entering the race, however, Alex had no problem with that and wondered she was ever so weak to start. Lavie was influenced by Tatiana's words, despite her red-out, but Claus encouraged her not to let Tatiana's words get to her. Claus, Lavie, Godwin and Gale started working hard to repair their destroyed
ship. Claus commented, because of the warped frame, maneuverability will be problematic, but the two pressed on. After completing a repair of their vanship, the duo then launched into the sky and docked in the pits before starting the race. As he prepares for the race, Dio suddenly appeared behind Claus, rambling him as he held him and greeted him as
Immelman. Claus jumped away and tried to recover from the spooky encounter, but Dio chased after him. Lavie blocked Di's path, and the belly-crew thought he might be a friend. With Lucciola's comment, Dio introduced himself as Dio Eraclea, but no one ever recognized him. However, Dio's reminder of their recent encounter made everyone realize it was
the starfish pilot who chased him earlier. Both Godwin and Gale tried to attack the Guild duo, but their reflexes were strong and they jumped back into their boat. Dio then told Claus that he just wanted to say hello to Claus. He then expressed excitement as To Claus would be in the race and he would give his all to compete with him. All the while, Claus was
dealt with as an Immelman, something he didn't like, but Dio preferred to call him that way. As a compromise, Dio agreed to call Claus his real if he won, something Lavie thought was strange because it was supposed to be a lost deal; Dio explained that he didn't lose and flew away. With a wave of banner and a giant clock again, it signalled the start of the
race. Unfortunately, Claus had a bad start as their engine stopped, but was quickly repaired and flew. Lavie warned the well-aware Claus that they must get a feel for their vain first before attempting any moves and began to learn how their vain worked, as well as the course. In the 6th minute, several superiors broke down, but Claus's delivery continued to
work well. As the duo raced through the caves, several other boats tried to overcome their lead, but Claus's use of thrust helped the duo maintain their lead and even caused several boats to crash. Through it all, Dio kept up close with Claus and even blew a creepy kiss to Claus to show off his skills. In the 8th hour, both Claus and Lavie showed off their final
pit stop before the race. Lavie had Godwin half tank to refuel to lighten their load and bolted off a pit-stop win. However, behind them is the ever-mocked Dio, a constantly shading duo. When neighboring vanshp tried to push through, Claus was disgusted when Dio knocked down a second vanshp to crash, defying the honor of the race. However, on the last
leg of the race, Claus and Lavie won the race. After the two won Cave 8, the duo performed the winning lap when the whole city darkened (due to Tatiana's tactical timed bombardment during the race). Although they won the race in half the fuel tank, they now have a lack of fuel and were forced to land. Without proper lighting, they couldn't fly to find Silvana
on such restrictions. As the two took the time to wait and enjoy the winning fireworks display, Claus thanked Lavie. He thanked her for her efforts and for being an indispensable navigator for him. Lavie was moved by tears and thanked him for his praise. Lavie then wanted to tell Claus an important topic. She recalled how she understood his reasons for
fighting aboard Silvana, but she couldn't do it. Instead, she will dedicate her efforts to maintaining his warrior vanship as his mechanic. Claus mentioned the important thing was that they are together and that it is peace knowing that he keeps his boarding; Claus promised that the next time the two flew together again, it would fulfill their ambitions through the
Great Stream. The fireworks are over and there is still no reliable light source to take them back to Silvana. However, unexpected help came when Dio hooked-up to their vanship and offered a ride back to Silvana. While the duo didn't like the idea of helping them, they were short of options and reluctantly agreed. Dio's Minder &amp; Escorting AlexEdit Back
on board Silvana, the mech-crew greeted the winners, but not without them wondering their disappearance (they left earlier to complication avoids after the bombing disturbance they caused). Godwin apologized that it was because they wanted to prepare to celebrate their victory. Unexpectedly, but not for the duo, Dio and Lucciola arrived in the elevator
hanger. Both caused a stir after Lucciola effortlessly knocked out Godwin, but they Give up on Alex. Later in the day, Claus found Lavie hard at work restoring their vanship. He has been reminded of their chat before, about her being his mechanic instead of his navi until he stops fighting. She then tells him to check on Vanship #5 while she works on their
disembarkation and reminds him of their promise to reach the grandstream one day, but his thoughts seem to be elsewhere. Just then, Dio seemed to report the great news that Alex assigned Dio as his minder (staff monitor), much to Claus's dismay. Dio then confirmed from Lavia that it was she who decided to lose half the weight in the race and Dio credited
her as the winner, something Lavie was happy to hear. He then dragged Claus into preserving his warrior vanship with pointers about engineering vanship errors, however, Claus was not happy with this new partnership. While working on his fighter vanship, Dio was impressed at the primitive engineering vanship. He then talked about checking out Silvana's
Claudia unit because it's not registered at the guild, but Claus didn't know such things and reminded him of the obvious that he couldn't go there. It was about explaining the obvious reasons when Dio mistakenly took the steering controls. Claus then had Dio stop touching things when he tried to fix his vanship when Alex appeared and let him escort the
vanship with him. Tatiana was upset when he found out he was gone for Claus. She reasoned that it's not appropriate to go because she doesn't have a navi, but Alis volunteered to help Claus (to Tatiana's disappointment). Claus was just a passerby in all this, but couldn't help looking at Tatian's down expression. He later escorted Alex to the meeting place
and landed near the torn ruins of an unknown design. At the tip of the mountain, Alis used her navigation skills to study the sky. When Claus asked what he was doing, she explained that he was watching the stars, but the stars were unreliable from the end. She said that even if you see stars, you can't get the right bearing; believe that something is
happening in the sky. Then, the two began to sink back into their vanship. It was this time a terrible rumble began and Claus was surprised that a battleship would appear right in front of him. Tatiana explained the boat before his eyes is Urbanus and that he should take a good look at how he loses his chance. After completing his mission, he went to the gym
to find Al on swings. When he checked on her, she was frozen and glowing. Believing Dio had something to do with it, he demanded answers, but Dio only explained that he recited the poem (technically true, but it was also an exile activation sequence). She continued to shine in the purple light and Claus tried to snap her out of it as her energy threw Silvana
out of control but couldn't. She then replied to Dio's poetic where she is exiled, however, because the poem was incomplete, she returned to her normal state. When asked if she was okay, Nepa recalled what had just happened. Not long ago Al snapped back, Sophia made a tactical warning announcement: they will be heading to Dragon's Carp to fight
Urbanus. Silvana Vs Urbanus Battle-fleetEdit In preparation for urbanus battle, Tatiana debriefed vanship pilot what they are up against. She will lead an advanced reconnaissance mission, but instead of having Alis as her navi, she chose Claus (perhaps despite Alis and pick up on Claus for what happened before). Claus didn't mix and prepare for the
mission. On Tatiana's off-set, Claus is navi for his role. Lavie wondered he was for being a navi, while Al mentioned her disdain for Tatiana, as she is always uncomfortable, however, Claus said he did give it a try. Lavie tried to warn him of the dangers of being navi, especially the red-out, but that doesn't disparage him. He tried to get out of his seat to head to
the toilet, but he ripped his pants as a result. The crew originally expected a battle by boat with Urbanus, but to their surprise it was the entire fleet of Urbanus-class battleships. Alex managed to use his cannon to create a dark cloud on blind enemy ships while shooting under their blind angles. While urbanus-class ships didn't get their bearings, vanship
pilots were scrambled to launch in their reconnaissance missions. Before Claus boarded with Tatiana, Lavie and Al came up with an extra bag of water, lunch, and his tight work clothes as a pillow. After being rushed by Tatiana, Claus joined her vanship and was preparing to start. While on the hanger elevator, Tatiana awkwardly asked Claus why he didn't
leave Silvana and wondered, it was simply a reason for him to fly. Claus never answered, but Tatiana thought that if those were his reasons, he should get off the boat because it's not a playground for kids. She then guessed again, assuming it was he antagonizing Alex, but Claus explained that he just wanted to take care of Al and Lavie and learn the events
from heaven; Tatiana found his reasons naive. The two navigated through Dragon's Carps to hunt for the enemy. As they flew forward, they found two more Urbanus-class battlecruisers in front of them and scouts informed Silvana of the situation: a total of 5 Urbanus-class ships surround themselves in the pincer attack. As both ships began using their wing-
chainsaws to cut through Silvana, Tatiana and Claus switched from scouting to detour. Ships would use their smoke to create thick black clouds to blind the enemy from precise solutions to shooting. In awe, Claus witnessed Silvana's single rags sank Sebastianus and Georgius, while the two continued smoke-blinding tactics. Two other ships fired their hooks
to the left and right Claus was upset that Alex didn't take a tactical step, but Tatiana snapped back, saying he didn't understand the war tactics. In the meantime, Tatiana tried to shoot down Urbanus by shooting at the bridge, but no luck. After another attempt, they were hit by an engine and lost control. At the same time, Silvana had just fired his jet-powered
shells to destroy the top of a nearby rock. Silvana towed two ships with his confidence to place them directly under falling rocks, to allow the boat to be smashed and sank, however, Silvana was sunk as well. Claus could only watch with horror as Silvana went down. Crash & Survival with TatianaEdit Watching in horror as the Silvana is crashing, Tatiana
attempted to fly up-close to the ship to see if they could do anything, but the fleeing Urbanus got in the way. With Tatiana emotionally compromised, she began to lose control of flight controls. Unfortunately, to no avay, Tatiana was frozen as it continued to dive down. Falling to pass the Dragon's Carp, Claus took the desperate step of snapping out Tatiana:
overloading the engines. He deliberately stressed that the engines would rupture the fuel gauge and spray fuel into Tatiana's face. It was enough for her to pull back, and Claus used the air brakes to crash her ship. Shaken but alive, Claus woke up and found himself in desert land. Unable to get his bearings, he set up some cover for Tatiana when he began
doing damage assessments on her vanship. Unfortunately, the damage was critical because the port engine was out. When Tatiana finally woke up, she soon realized what had happened and became distraught. Claus himself held a metal plate, banging a hammer on it and grieving for those days when Lavie kept waking him up. However, Claus did not
despair, he continued to work on vanship in an attempt to escape from the desert. As dusk fell, Claus managed to get the engine started, but due to drive and power problems, the engine could not produce enough power to fly. In the middle of the night, Claus woke up to find Tatiana missing, but he found traces of her. She walked away from their position, in
a depressing state of despair, believing Silvana was gone, along with Alis. However, Claus believed Silvana was not devastated and encouraged Tatiana to work together to find Silvana together. The following day, Claus continued to repair vanship engines through the heat. When Tatiana wanted to drink water (from the dining room Lavie gave Claus before
the mission), Claus asked her not to drink any of it, so there would be enough water to fuel the vanship. In anger, she threw the canteen in his face. However, Claus did not get angry and continued to work on the engine despite the sweltering heat. Later in the day, dusk again, Claus found a wild bird (the same species in walker's casino for and he wanted to
get Tatiana to help him capture her as a means of escape from the desert; Unfortunately, the bird over-powered Claus and threw him face-flat on the ground. Claus didn't move for a while and Tatiana thought he might be injured, but on closer inspection, he was fine when he quickly raised his head and hit Tatiana's head as he wondered where the bird was
going. Watching the bird squawk in anger among their fellow birds, the two couldn't help sharing a laugh. As the night fell, as Claus continued to overhaul the engines and began chatting with Tatiana to help time pass. He asked about Tatiana's reasons for serving aboard Silvana and she explained that she had nowhere to go and served. He also asked about
her aristocratic status and she confirmed it came from an aristocratic family home. She wondered how Claus knows this and explained that it's due to her lack of recognition for water (because commoners always worry about water supply and grade quality). While mixing water and Claudia crystals into the engine, Tatiana explained that her family was
abandoned by noblemen as they were behind in old towns and couldn't get to new countries. She went into detail how hard she worked for her life, becoming top of her class at military school and had a full scholarship, something Claus was impressed with. She also admitted because she was so good she got cocky over her abilities. Claus then began to talk
about his life. Claus told Tatiana that he and Lavie's fathers were pilots. When he wanted to go into detail about their peace envoy to Disith, Tatiana quickly recognized his father Hamilcar Valco's name. Surprised to know, she explained all the vanship pilots had heard about his father's mission (crossing the Grand Stream to Disith), something Claus wanted
with Lavie one day. Tatiana then went into detail about the dangerous conditions of Grand Stream and couldn't help but take into all the details of her descriptions. Claus explained that he only heard stories from vanship pilots, but had never met anyone who had actually braved Grand Stream before. He couldn't feel overwhelmed by his father's actions. After
overhauling the vanship into one engine, the two managed to get the vanship to produce enough lift to float across the desert (a risky gamble as they prioritized their disembarkation before being hydrated). With vanship successfully working, the two flew through the desert to find Silvana. Tatiana suggested finding emergency shelter, as Silvana set up for
supplies and the two flew around the day to get to him. At the scene, the two traveled on foot to get there, but were surprised when disith soldiers were captured. Disith soldiers then tied Claus and Tatiana and stuck their heads in a cannon tower and were about to execute when the refugees from Disith arrived. S their people, the soldiers left the duo and ran
around the migrant boats. Although tied up, both Claus and Tatiana wanted to see what was going on and trailed the last soldier running away (Dunya Scheer). Both found Disith soldiers in shock and sadness when the entire fleet of migrant boats made their way to Anatoray, but none of the passengers survived the journey, only leaving various remnants of
supplies. Then they both learned that Norkia had fallen on Disith. Although not mentioned, there seemed to be two routes to uneed them as much as possible until they ran out of fuel. However, they were eventually found and rescued by Dio and Alis and returned to Silvana. Although glad everyone was alive, Claus skipped pleasant and told Lavia that their
hometown had fallen. Return to Silvana &amp; Lavie's FeelingsEdit Shortly after Alis and Dio rescued Claus and Tatiana, Claus quickly told Lavie at the hanger that Norkia the snake fell to Disith control. However, unknown to Claus, Lavie was actually emotionally compromised because of something completely different: the suggestive romantic relationship
between him and Tatiana. Claus borrowed his work clothes for Tatiana to wear during their excursion, but her change of clothes as well as her attitude became the most popular speculative gossip of the whole ship. Claus never knew about Lavie's romantic feelings and he was confused as to why she was hiding in his quarters. He tried to coax her out of her
room by suggesting that they work together to repair her father's damaged ship, but she couldn't do it and Claus left with Al to work on repairs himself and give her time. Not long after, Silvana was air-worthy again and picked off. A few hours later, while working on their vanship, Lavie had the emotional power to come out and help with Claus on their omles.
In repairing the vanship together, Claus chose the worst topic he could mention: Tatiana. He told Lavie that Tatiana is a misunderstood man, and that she is not bad; he hoped Lavie and Tatiana would be friends, but Lavie's feelings for Claus overwhelmed her and she started crying. Completely unaware of what was going on, Lavie just apologised and ran
away, leaving Claus confused again. Unexpected Revelations &amp; Vulnerable EmotionsEdit After Lavie ran off, Al when to check on her. Moments later, Dio appeared to talk to Claus. He mentioned that he and Tatiana were the pinnacle of crew chatter and he is bored because Claus benefits from not playing with him; Dio reminded Claus that he is his
minder and Claus only recognize his unusual mention. Dio then flashed a familiar picture, an image of little Claus, Lavie, with his fathers, as well as a vanship couple on the right. Claus was angry, believing Dio had gone to Norse and taken this photo from his home. Claus demanded to know the status in Norkia, however, Dio corrected it and said he found it
in the captain's quarters. Shocked to know the captain would take a picture of his family, he stormed straight into the bridge and demanded answers from Alex as he gave orders to find Delphine Eraclea. After handing out his orders, instead of punishing or yelling at him, they had a private conversation in his quarters. Inside the captain's quarters (while the
ships were deployed for advanced scouting), Claus demanded to know why Alex had a picture of his family. Alex warned him about his readiness to accept the truth, no matter what it may be, and Claus felt getting answers would be better than living with unanswered questions. With that, Alex began to unrave away the past and learn the final details of his
father's fate. Alex first explained that the ship Claus believed to belong to his father was actually his. The day he learned of his father's failed mission via Grand Stream, it was Alex (the only survivor of the incident) who broke the news to him. It was then Claus realized that the guy on the right side of the picture was actually Alex. Alex admitted he was a
coward; fled the Great Stream and even left behind the most important person for him, Euris Bassianus, his significant other. Claus then wondered if Alex had seen the final moments of his father's death and he confirmed it as a sight he will never forget. Alex explained that their ships were thrown out of control because of Delphine Eraclea. Her boat whipped
them away, what Hamilcar Roller is a ship to lose control of and fall into exile and Alex loses Euris. Claus asked if the reason why Silvana's fight against Cech was about revenge. Alex explained that Delphine's death and the defeat of the guild will mean nothing if the world does not change; Claus thought about this change and Alex explained that only having
ownership of exile would change humanity. The mention of exile culminated in Claus's strong curiosity and he wanted to know more about it. Alex explained that exile is the backbone of the authority of the guild over Prester; It's too much to destroy the world. Claus asked what Alex would do with such force and Alex said he would destroy it. Claus wondered if
that was why Alex was flying in the sky, but Alex had already answered. He explained that he now knows everything and can go if he doesn't believe in his goals. Eventually, Claus decided to stay on board Silvana. Claus then headed to the hanger to work on his vanship. While heading to the hanger, he saw Sophia without glasses and his hair down and was
curious over the shot down facial expression, but headed to repair his vanship. After some tuning, he headed to the nooze and found Sophia again. He commented on how nice her perfume was and Sophia thanked him, saying she was trying some to change the pace. He wanted to ask her. when switching earlier, but she changed the topic by proposing a
chat. Sitting next to the rail with Sophia, Claus wondered why Alex was doing what he was doing. Alex knew who Claus was and said nothing, and he idle when he and Lavie suffered on the battlefield; Claus thinks he's no different from the murder squad. Sophia defended Alex, saying he had his own pain, but Claus didn't see it that way because he revealed
nothing until he shoved the evidence in front of him. Claus felt Alex was going to keep a secret forever if he didn't confront him over him, something Claus finds unforgivable; Sophia thought it was interesting that Claus would stay despite things. Sophia said I have an idea what a man Hamilcar Valca was when observing Claus. She also noted that Alex had
great respect for Hamilcar. Claus then wondered why Sophia stays on Silvana as well (because she is in love with Alex and wants to stay by his side), but she couldn't answer and Claus apologized for asking a sensitive topic. However, Sophia was fine with it and was surprised at herself for being so weak, but Claus feels Sophia is a strong person. Grateful
for Claus's kind words, she surprised Claus by giving him a loving kiss. The following day, Claus played chess with Dio, but even Dio could tell Claus's mind was not on the game. He then wandered all over the boat to find Sophia, but a mechanic on the hanger told him Her Royal Highness had already left. It was then the crew revealed XO is also Princess
Anatoray. They also revealed that she was originally planted aboard Silvana to observe Alex, but she fell in love with him at first sight. Shocked by such revelations, he left with everyone confused over his reaction. While walking down the hall, Alvis found him and wondered what he was doing last night. Blushing and embarrassed to mention his time with
Sophia, he continued to walk until he walked past her quarters. Unfortunately, the door already had her mark, it was torn; It suggests he'll never come back. When she threw her eyes and wind over her hair, he missed her and wanted to knock on her door to see if she was there. But he realized Alex should have stayed. He burst into his quarters and wanted
to know why he wasn't staying, but he reasoned that Claus didn't know what he was talking about. Later in the rec-room, Claus thought of himself when Tatiana came to drop off the clothes he had lent her before. She then warned Claus he should leave with Lavie as soon as he soon would face the Guild. Reflecting on Tatiana's intentions, she told Claus that
Silvana is her home, she will stay and fight. As the night fell, Claus found Lavie still working on their vanship. Claus suggested to Lavie to leave Silvana because of the impending danger. Lavie wanted Claus to leave with her, but he wants to. continue their observations of the sky through Silvana. It was also the moment Claus told Lavia that the ship was not
their fathers, but actually Alex. After he told her the whole story, Lavie decided that even though it's not their fathers' vanship, it's theirs now. She then reflected and reminded Claus of his focus and drive to travel to the Grand Stream, however, as of late, he was indecisive about things and it's a mysous trait to her. The following day, Claus was still his
thoughts. He sat on a hanger to think about things when Tatiana showed up. When asked about his decision to leave Silvana, he said he had decided to leave his ship. Not sure what happened, Tatiana reminded him of his father's vanity, but he corrected it and said it really belonged to Alex. Tatiana didn't want Claus to turn his back on himself, like giving up
his ambition on the Grand Stream, but Claus felt he couldn't understand it. Seeing how it was, she pointed out that it reminds Alex of something Claus felt offended to be compared to and she apologized for it. That's when the courier came and they were both directed to the bridge. After Alex received his message from Walker, Silvana set the course for
Horizon Caves. When Alex looked at Claus, he couldn't feel angry and attacked. Back off the landing ramp, he asked an old courier if he was afraid to deliver a message to Silvana (5-hv. He also mentioned the lack of vanship pilots and even old people like him, from the retirement association, had been re-deployed to the service. Before he left, claus said
the skies are amazing and for him to try flying, the best experience. Back on the hanger, Tatiana continued to persuade Claus to fly again and said he would be like a fighter pilot. However, Tatiana felt it wasn't his way and tried to get him back as a pilot. Claus was angry as well as angry because Tatiana is too interested in his life decisions. Before it could go
on, Al appeared and invited him to join Lavie to fix their vanship, but Claus apologized for being busy, something even Al couldn't believe. The mech-crew also showed up to invite him to join them to eat, but he passed them off as well. Alliance Training at Horizon CaveEdit In between this time, Disith has already fallen. Most of their people suffered severely
as a result of the unforgiving cold of their homeland. Although they initially tried the desperate move to conquer Anatoray to survive as a people, the alliance was with them as they both agreed the Guild was responsible for their suffering. United as the Anatoray-Disith Alliance, the two forces will now gather their forces to prepare for the guild's shooting down.
At Horizon Cave, Claus and Al walked past a hanger. Claus Skip the food and check out all the boats that came to the site. Al wondered it was okay to skip eating with Godwin and others, but Claus reasoned he wanted to see the hanger more. Al pointed out Claus must really love vanships and Claus agreed. However, Al, even a little girl, could say he had
trouble making decisions. When Claus tried to excuse him, Al said he was lying and that she could tell based on his recent unusual facial expressions (something Claus didn't know he was doing); Claus reluctantly agreed. While walking around, he found a twin-engine vanship that looked a lot like ralph center vanship. When comparing a puppet, there is a
strong similarity in design. It was then a man who looked almost identical appeared before them, Michael Wednesday, Ralph's big brother. After saying everything that happened, Mike thanked Claus for taking over his brother's mission and bringing back his puppet. Mike decided to give away Ralph the puppet claus, as an honor to one boat pilot to another.
Although he was here for a new alliance against the Guild, he realized that it was also a chance to avenge the death of his brother. It was then that Claus noticed that the ships were flying and wondered why there were elite forces; Mike explained that they're here for specialized training against Cech. The ship, which Marius Bassianus escaped from the guild,
is used as a training tool for the ship's pilots. Mike thought Claus was here for training, but he wasn't. As he watched the ships fly, he recognized three old familiar faces, Hurricane Hawk, Fat Chicken, Sunny Boy. Former racers also came to training against Cech. With Lavie welcoming their appearance, the pilots all went to eat together and discuss current
events. In the dining room, which has a banquet, all three mentioned how this alliance is funded by Commander David Mad-thane. They mentioned that it was the commander's idea to use the disembarkation in the future of the war because of his experience with the courier team at the Battle of Minagithe. When Claus and Lavie realized it was their actions
that caused it, they were deeply saddened. The racers just joked about their involvement, they don't realize they actually guessed the truth. Claus and Lavie, with tears in their eyes, believed they were just helping. The duo hated the idea that ships would be used as instruments of war, but just wanted to help anatoray battle-fleet at the time; He didn't realize
that the coincidences of the pilots were being erased by the fighter jets because of their involvement. Claus began to blame himself for what happened, but Lavie reasoned that it wasn't his fault. He told his fellow pilots that he would not run away from the sky he had created. intends to atone for its actions. Some time later, all the ship's pilots gathered for their
Special Combat Training Guild. While To a training instructor, Dio appeared spookily and said that he and Claus are shooting stars, something that felt very uncomfortable. After training, Anthony told Claus and the gang that Mullin would leave Silvana to return as a musketeer. In the dining room, with Al and Lavie, Mullin asked for Claus's next step and said
he strangely liked being on Silvana, perhaps, as the sky looked over the boat. He explained that he initially stayed at Silvana to protect Al from the guild as well as Silvana, but after realizing the truth, he believed that Silvana was the safest place in the world. Through his own observations, he realized that the crew of Silvana flies in the sky of their choice;
intends to stay on Silvana. Mullin said Claus did not die and Mullin himself explained the sense of duty as a musketeer; Claus one day toasted to a meeting. Once toasted, Silvana's record was sounded off, Alex declared his departure and Claus returned to Silvana. Sophia's Return &amp; Capturing ExileEdit While Claus and Lavie worked on their vanship, Al
notified Claus of Alex's appearance. Claus has stated that he intends to remain on board Silvana as the pilot of the ship and Alex simply accepted his decision. Then he told Claus to prepare to fly in the ship to honor the coronation of Empress Sophie and to greet her from him. At the coronation, Claus acted as a navi on Tatiana's vanship as he flew across
the sky in decorative colored cloud patterns. Looking at the distance, Claus felt Sophia looked different than what he was used to. While flying around, Dio flew upside down for a show-off to Claus of his piloting skills. However, the coronation was to be undermined by the power that the newly formed alliance had promised to destroy, Maestro Delphine. The
guild came to shower the coronation of delphine specially grown roses. While some found it beautiful, Dio went into an anxious shock. Claus could only watch as Dio flew past, screaming in fear. Somehow, Dio calmed down enough to go back to Silvana. When he saw how dio was before, Claus wanted to see if he was ok, but he completely ignored Claus
and left. Meanwhile, the belly-crew thought about raising Sophia to empress and Delphine look. Lavie and Al thought the red petals were beautiful, but Claus thought otherwise when he saw Dio's reaction. Later, the duo again worked on their vanship when Gale and Godwin appeared and offered an H-shaped frame to help reinforce the structural strength of
their vanship while driving through the Grand Stream. Claus was happy to receive such a gift, but things would be more interesting as Ethan announced Sophia's return. Not long ago Sophia announced the nature of her mission: they will join the battle against the guild and will work in concert with mad-thane fleet and the surviving Disith fleet to gain control of
exile. and catch up with Delphine to surrender. As Sophia spoke of the nature of the mission, Claus wanted to talk to Sophia and dropped a new frame of lavie as he fled to see her. Claus managed to catch Sophia heading to her quarters. He wanted to talk to her, but the imperial guard hardly allowed him to do so, and they both spoke in her room. Claus
anxiously wanted to know Al's role with exile and Sophia calmed him down as he quietly explained things. As he sat down, Claus couldn't help blushing over the look of Sophia's neckline, but his attention was re-focused when Sophia explained Al's vivid key to activating exile. By securing Claudia troops from their battleships and take control of the exile, they
will have the power to defeat Delphine. Claus thought Sophia also thought of Al as a cargo, but Sophia didn't consider Al as a tool and promised to keep her safe. Then she sedued on her old uniform and announced her return; Claus welcomed her when she returned. Back on the hanger, Claus spoke with optimism that Al would be safe on sophia's word,
something Lavie feels skeptical about. However, Claus assures Al of security with him by her side, something that Lavie also sarcastically cheered. When he thought about Al, two found her in the rec-room, with petals spilled all over the floor. Dio got upset over the flowers Al introduced him to and Lavie explained that there are some things people don't like,
even if it's okay with other people. Both also noticed a scratched date on the calendar, showing Dio's birthday at the Birth Guild-week observance. Both think Dio is also unhappy over his birthday and Al had the idea to make a birthday cake for Dio. Later, Silvana reached on Grand Stream. Seeing their dream come true more than ever, the duo agreed to
walk outside Silvana while in the torrential elements of Grand Stream. With godwin's help, the duo wore specialized gear and had their bodies strapped to harnesses in case the wind blew them away. Experiencing the very Grand Stream that took their fathers, Claus looked more determined than ever through it. After getting a little taste of Grand Stream,
Sophia organized a meeting with all the lime pilots through their mission. Sophia instructs everyone to use special drills to tether their ships to capture exile. For their ships to pass safely through the stream, Sophia asked Dio to be Claus's navi in the mission, but because of his fear for his sister, he refused and left. Later, Al had Claus, Lavie, and a belly-crew
throw a birthday party to celebrate with Dio to cheer him on. Claus gave him glasses as a gift, and even though he wears them, Dio was overjoyed nonetheless. Al then presented Dio with a hideous looking cake (no one dared insult the little girl cake), but surprise, it tasted better than it looked. While on a quiet run, the crew quietly sang to paint a birthday
song and enjoyed every moment of it. Soon after, a quiet run ended as Silvana was found exiled and announced preparation for the search. With the spirits of Dio high and the encouragement of the belly-crew Dio happily joined Claus in his mission to catch exile. As the vanship crew leave in advance, Dio has been very strict about calibrating on the assigned
Claus vanship. Lavie complained that navi was getting high and could, but Claus allowed it because he was a resident expert on their mission. As Claus and Lavie promised each other to fly through the Grand Stream, Dio interrupted and warned them flying through the Grand Stream is deadly as the winds there are 120 knots that are able to blow them away;
Lavie expects Dio to be the competent navi claus in the mission. As they both began, there were already pilots suffering from control problems and had to return immediately to Silvana. However, thanks to Dio's knowledge, Claus was able to navigate the Grand Stream without suffering serious complications. Once they got into exile, vanship pilots were
quickly attacked by a worm-like defense that tries to catch and/or crush enemy targets. Claus and Dio managed to join one of the anchors in exile to begin abstraction. Silvana's Capture &amp; Delphine's PrisonersEdit Once back on board Silvana, the crew mysteriously vanished and Dio recalls stories of ships losing crew members in such myths, however, it
wasn't a supernatural event happening, it was the Guild. On the main bridge, both Dio and Claus were freed to finally see crew members when Delphine welcomed their return. The guild took over the ship and Alvis is being held hostage. When he saw Dio make a friend with Claus, Delphine invited Claus to join them on their boat. However, Claus agreed
only because Al's life was in danger. While riding the elevator into a hanger (Delphine, Al, Claus, and Dio inside), Delphine commented on how adorable Al is and that she knew her grandfather, James Hamilton. Dio quietly mentioned that Delphine tried to kill James on multiple occasions. Delphine then sarcastically mentioned her sadness when Dio
disappeared for a long time and he apologized, however, Claus may see fear as well as anger on Dio's face. After reaching hanger bay, Alex appeared in front of them and began shooting at members of the guild in an attempt to free Al and Claus. Although he is not as talented as Cech, he has managed to kill most of his attackers. Unfortunately, Delphine's
bodyguard and older brother Lucciola, Cicada stopped Alex before he could land the final punch to end it. After the guild secured and tied everyone up, Delphine asked Alex for a secret while Claus watched. Alex tried to negotiate the freedom of his crew, the ship and Alvis under the guidance of tell her one of the mysteries. However, either intentional or
accidental, he quoted secrets from Eraclea's house, Delphin's own house of secrets; it suggested to her that Alex knows all the mysteries and keep quiet. Claus tried to talk to Delphine about letting Al go as well, but Alex silenced him as Claus is not in a position to negotiate. Delphine decided it was time to go and perform a convention ceremony on Dio's
birthday. Lucciola followed Delphine's commands and restrained Dio to escort him back to the guild. Claus tried to stop Lucciol, but pushed him away and warned him to behave. Claus reminded him that he was Dio's friend, but Lucciola argued that it was pointless to defy Delphine's humanity. As the group was about to move, Al was deeply scared and went
to Claus for comfort, but Cicada stopped her potentially doing something funny. Delphine, however, didn't care and allowed her to stick with Claus. Both Alex and Claus were sitting on board the fighter jet. She held the starfish together to transport them to the guild. Lavie was also in the hanger, witnessing everything. Before leaving, Claus was soothed by
words before leaving. He promised to come back and come back to protect her. The starfish then transported them to the Guild ship. Delphine's Guest &amp; Truth Behind the SkiesEdit At the Guild base, located in the grand stream, received a Claus tour from Delphine. Floating on a bubble platform, her followers welcomed her arrival. Alvis was terrified,
and Claus was soathed by him saying he was there for her. Then he asked about Dio and she told him she was terribly anticipating the ceremony of the convention, the day she becomes a man and Delphine hopes claus celebrate this occasion together. In his specialized hanger, Delphine showed where all claudia units dock and then showed him the arena
that Dio would perform the convention ceremony in front of them. Claus did not know what a ritual about it and asked about it; Delphine explained children are adults through the Trial of Agoon. In the rose garden, Delphine said her kinship for beautiful and adorable things, that's why she loves roses. Thinking they should be hungry by now, Delphine had
dinner ready for them to eat. In the dining room, Claus and Al were given Guild-type clothes to wear and high quality food to eat. For appetizers, Delphine gave them a mushroom salad that grows near first-class water. Claus encouraged Al to try, but she was afraid to try. Still worried about Dio and Alex, Claus asked if they would associate with them, but his
investigation got on Delphine's nerves and she broke her favor to tell them it was ways to focus on their food and eat. For the main course, it was Yak steaks with mashed potatoes (or something close to it). Delphine mentioned that steaks from Yak, who lives in regions and it cost the lives of many men to successfully capture Jak. The thought of so many
men who died on this plate made Al very restless and Claus tried to get Delphine to send her away, but she continued to talk about the Dio-week ritual. For the second main course, marinated catfish. Delphine said it took 100 gallons of first-grade water to smeduce the mud to prepare the dish. Claus couldn't help feeling angry as normal people struggled and
drank dirty water while she used first-water to clean off fish. However, Delphine reasoned that he has a right over commoners to enjoy the best pleasures. Just then Cicada reported Dio's transformation was completed and revealed to Claus; Unfortunately, Dio wasn't himself. Dio's Transformation &amp; Escaping the GuildEdit Dio appeared aged, taller, and
in a trance-like state of mind. Claus was angry and saddened to see Dio in such a state. He told Delphine that he finally understood why Dio was so afraid because he could crush his spirit. Looking at the guilt-plagued Lucciola, Claus asked him if he was ok with it and Delphine replied to him: It was fine because it's her world. Delphine then suggested Claus
congratulate him as Dio becomes an adult today. Later, in the arena, before the ritual could begin, Delphine tells Claus that he knows of his desire to understand what's going on in the sky. Delphine then tells him that he is the source of everything; If Claus understands Delphine's actions, he'll know how the sky will turn out. Shortly afterwards, it was time for
a convention ceremony. Delphine explained through her speech (towards her guild members), the ceremony of the convention is no less than finding a successor to another maestro of the Eraclea clan. All potential candidates face a deadly battle to gain the right to wield the sword of the treaty, which means the next ruler of the guild. Horrified by such a
barbaric game, Claus could only partially watch as he shielded terrified Al from Dio's murders in the arena. However, Al was another event. Delphine thought it was time to move on to the next phase of things. When Claus asked about Dio's life in the arena, she said she only cared about the results of the fight and didn't care if Dio died in combat. She told
Claus to bring a frightened Al with him, but he refused. Delphine gave her a reassue to catch up with Claus. Delphine had Claus and Al board one of their Guild cruisers and observe their attempts to gain exile. However, the ship's self-defense systems withstood all attempts from the guild. Claus wondered if Delphine was worried about losing her ships and
men, but she felt those that sacrificed their lives for her and touched exile is a happy thing. While trying to understand what exile is, a mechanical tentacles appeared and attempted to destroy Delphine's ship, but the exile recognized his key, Al, and It was then that Delphine explained that exile is a giant transport ship, with the power to take humanity to
another world. She then explained that exile could be a manifestation of humanity's hopes and her control of exile, she would forever sustain exile in men's dreams. A matter that feels like her duty and her reasons for never letting the rest of humanity touch. Exile sent a sensor probe to communicate with Al. Claus he didn't want Al to do anything, but Al was
in a trance-like state himself, emitting a great deal of energy that confirmed the exile that the key was within the ship. Delphine then brought out Alex to recite the secret to gaining control of exile. Alex emerged from an elevated platform. He was bound to a genetically modified type of rose that secrets the truth serum into his blood through his spines; His
handle was cut off from chemicals in his system and he ultimately couldn't control his actions anymore. When asked about Dagobertha's mystery, he quoted her, and that caused Al to respond with a response that caused an exile reaction. Claus wanted to do something about the situation, but Lucciola stopped Claus. Now citing house of hamilton secrets, Al
responded again and more energy was building up from her body. When asked about bassianus house secrets, Alex could not answer. To prevent Delphine from reaching all mysteries, he hid the last one in the Sophia newspaper. Delphine then ordered Cicada to get the empress and said Al would continue another time. Claus didn't like the way she touched
Al and told her to let her go, but the situation was diffuse over winning the convention ceremony, Dio won. In an unspecified vortice (suggestively back to the Fortress Guild), Dio went right to pass Claus as he tried to call on him. Claus reacted in terrible shock as Dio rubbed the blood of his victims on Claus's face as he went to greet Delphine. He is now the
successor to his house and darling Delphine. Later in the dining room, Delphine plays with Dio as Claus looks at the two, saddened by what Dio has become. Delphine then wondered why neither Claus nor Al tried pink tea or Kerasion Mousse, but the two couldn't eat any of the extravagant foods because they were all unethically made. Delphine was later
withdrawn from spending time with Dio as the Anatory-Disith Alliance took control of claudia units within its main ships. While she was busy tending to war, Claus tried to persuade Lucciola to help them escape with Dio back to Silvana and Lucciola agreed. Taking Claus, Dio, and Al to the hanger where their vanship is parked, he gave Al a special
communication device like a necklace and told them to leave with Dio. Claus asked about Alex, but Lucciola reasoned that they couldn't save him and that Al's safety took precedence. Before leaving, Claus asked he himself can do and Lucciola replied that he would take on you would hurt Dio. Lucciola caused a series of explosions that shattered the lower
decks of the Fort Guild to fall from the sky. With the help of Al and the mentally dubious Dio, he flew away from a falling spiral and crash-landed back at Anatoray. All three fell unconscious for several hours and unknown strangers rescued them at the Mad-thane estate, which is currently a hospital for the injured. Recovery &amp; Return to NorkiaEdit A few
hours later, Claus woke up and he found Lady Mad-thane beside him. He realized he was back in the Mad-thane estate (now converted into a hospital) and was glad everyone was alive and well. Since Dio was still resting, he decided to leave him in Mad-thane's care while he and Al were trying to return to Silvana. Using a boat, Claus flew back to his
hometown, Norkia. Claus returned to his damaged home and began to make assessments of the house. Claus noticed the rain-bird landed and thinks it will rain later. While collecting water to drink, Al found Lavie's old navi-manual she created when she was younger. When claus showed up, he explained that Lavie used to ask a lot of questions and noted
being in the book to help her become more competent than navi, something that successfully happened. As the day became night, the two needed some food but all spoiled because they had been away for some time. However, knowing Lavie, Claus knew he had a hidden stash of smoked meat (canned meat can take months) under the cupboard. While the
two dined on some delicious smoked meat, Ala's communication necklace began to shine, but he wasn't lucky to get to anyone. Just as Rain-bird had indicated, the rain came overnight. Without knowing what to do next, the two sat around the hanger waiting for something to change. Al wondered if Lavie was ok, but Claus was convinced of Silvana's ability
that it was unthinkable. As the night rain passed and the morning came, Al's communication device went online again and reached for Silvana. The device has the ability to connect to Claudia units and is connected to Silvana's Claudia Unit. Claus got in touch with Lavia and was glad to see that they had survived. After he told her that he and Al were fine in
Norkia, she wanted to know how they got to Norkia, but there was little time to explain. Claus was quickly patched up with Sophia and told her that he and Al were fine, but Alex stays with the guild. She then had the idea to deliver the mystery to Claus and wanted him to head to the Dragon's Cup for the meeting, but details could not be made because there
was a sudden surge of energy that cut off their connection. Crossing the Grand Stream &amp; Activating ExileEdit Rally To Silvana &amp; Guild InterventionsEdit Although communication could not be restored, Claus decided to go through with his idea and on dragon carp. Using the manual Lavie used when she was little, Al was able to pick up quickly about
being a navi. At the meeting place, Claus said Al arrived at their destination and they briefly received a smoke signal to narrow down the destination. Although al was worried about their fuel intake, Claus was convinced he would get there and hit him. Both found a floating port and docked at the terminals on board. To their surprise, ethan welcomed them.
While Claus had many questions about Silvana's fate, he said there was not much time for him to board another vanship. Looking over, Alis sat on the stand-by like another navi for their trip. Before leaving, he assured Silvana and his crew they were fine, and that it was Sophia's command to make sure to transport Claus through a number of rally points, each
with fresh vanship and navi for them to reach Silvana. On the new vanship, Al was eager to play his role as a navi, but Claus pointed out that there is no need with Alis as a navi. Feeling left out, Alis let Al work as a navi for pre-flight control. The trio eventually reached second place in the rally. This time, Anthony got their new navi going to Tatiana in her red
vanship. On a flight to the last rally venue, Tatiana asked for her thoughts of flying in the middle of the sky he wanted to know. Claus responded with guilt that he felt he couldn't protect or do anything for the people around him, that he got hurt and felt like a bystander. Seconds later Tatiana confirmed that enemy starfish were heading towards them and Claus
was expecting high-speed evasive manoeuvres the moment they arrived and fired. Claus was shocked to know that he seriously tried to shoot himself when he thought the guild needed Al (Delphine thinks he doesn't need it anymore). While Claus continued to shy away, the two starfishes attempted pincer attacks to shoot down Claus, but always avoided



getting shot. Unfortunately, because they did not reach their rally point, Claus could not drop the excess fuel tanks until they got close enough to the third port. However, once they got close to the last point, Claus ejected the fuel tank and pulled out a back-drop move to shoot down the fuel tanks. Stellar fish were trailing behind him, so he lit the tanks and
destroyed one of them, showing Claus improved dramatically as a pilot. The battle ended when they were near Walker's casino and he used his canons to destroy the last one. At the end of the battle Tatiana reminded Claus that he was not a passerby when he protected Al. In the hanger, Claus had an emotional welcome with Lavia. After the belly-crew
praised his improvement in piloting, they told him to feast his eyes on the vanship waiting for him: his beloved ship fully, restored and tuned to the Grand Stream. Claus could one react with his eyes wide open feel personally touched to see it fully restored again. Feeling it was time to complete his ambitions, Claus told Lavie that it was time to finish his
promise: Lavie would fly in the sky with Claus again as his navi when he pilots their vanship. Claus, Lavie and Al offered a belly-crew farewell and headed to the Grand Stream. At the entrance to grand stream the two had difficulty navigating through the rough currents. However, Claus knew about rain-birds that know how to reach between Anatoray and
Disith; If they find a herd, they can safely pass their vanshp through. Frantic Dio, however, appeared in front of them in a stolen fighter jet and tried to shoot them down. While pulling high-speed evasive maneuvers, Lavie instead of rain-birds and two attempts behind them in the middle is chased. However, the danger passed as the madness of Dio caused
him to fall out of his disembarkation and disappear (it would later be known that he survived because he was rescued by the Boat Guild). Defeat of the Guild &amp; Moving to EarthEdit Nearing the end of the Grand Stream, Claus had Lavie punch their boosters to go the distance and the two made it to Disith. The trio briefly saw Silvana pinned defensive
tentacles of exile, as well as the destruction of Delphine's ship. Claus feared that mechanical weapons might hurt them, but Al was convinced they didn't, and she was right, the weapons allowed them to fly, and that's when they recited all four mysteries and revealed the true form of exile, the great ship of the colony. After the battle was over, Tatiana told
Claus and Lavie that they had found their father's ship. Tatiana handed Claus the original message, and when they crawled into the cockpits, they found their bodies. Overwhelmed with emotion, Lavie cried in Claus' arms after being found for so long. Then Claus and the chosen number of people from Prester decided to leave their planet and returned to their
100th home. From a bird's eye view, Claus and everyone saw in awe over Prester. They watched, Al pointed out to Claus that Lavie's eyes are still teary. He was surprised to see her get so sentimental over Prester, but he also reminded her that their journey had just begun and everyone was looking forward to seeing her real home, Earth. On Earth, the
bodies of Hamilcar Valco and George Head were honored on a cliff by the sea. Suggestively, the two were buried together in their outs and their grave was decorated with a puppet of their vanguard. To sign the peace between Anatoray and Disith, Lavie handed Dunya a peace deal and hugged in comfort. It later emerged that claus, lavie, al, tatiana, alis,
holly, mullin, dunya and dunya siblings all live happily together in the settlement, with Claus loving the sky of the Earth. Last exile: Travellers from Farm Life & Return of the GuildEdit In an undisclosed settlement and some time later, Claus, Lavie, Holly, and Al built a new home and worked as farmers to survive in their new life. Mad-thanes sent his daughter,
Holly, to Earth in front of them and entrusted the vanship duo to look after her. In addition, they kept a white bird in Walker's casino as a pet, keeping his nickname, Sleepyhead. Claus recently worked hard to create a wheat field (probably for making flour and bread) and exploring his situation. Lavie and Al came to give him lunch and see his progress, but he
was concerned that he wasn't growing as well as expected because of the ground over Prester. While enjoying a quiet time with Lavie, Claus and everyone were stunned to discover guild starfish had targeted Alvis again. Alvis was learning the basics of vanship flight controls with Holly when the starfish appeared and grabbed the entire ship to take Alvis
away. Using a second vanship, Claus and Lavie chased the starfish to save Al. When they got to them, Claus fired a hook at the hull of Alvis' ship. While holding on, Claus instructed Al to use the air-brakes on his cue, but she was terrified as she had never piloted a ship before. With some encouragement, Alvis uses Claus's confidence as bravery and
appeasement; Starfish began shooting at Claus, but he managed to avoid all enemy fire. With Claus cue, Alvis slammed the breaks and caused the starfish close to control. The two ships manage to damage the starfish with a tree trunk and caused them to crash and explode on the ground. Safe from danger, Claus chained his ship to Alvis to take them
home. Back on the ground, Claus praised the capabilities of Alvis on her first attempt at piloting a vanship. As the group returned home, Alvis wondered, it was Claus's brilliant plan from the start to make a starfish with a tree trunk, but Lavie dismissed it as Claus just winging it. Adoring ladies were shocked to find that their rescue was completely improvised.
After the incident, Claus, Lavie, Al, and Holly went to battlecruiser that Tatiana and Alister (that was before the two were assigned to Silvius) were assigned. In an effort to learn more about the guild's intentions, they left Al and Holly under the protection of the ship to fly in the last known direction of the starfish in hopes of learning more about their intentions.
However, Al didn't want to be alone and wanted to join the duo, but Claus convinced Al to stay behind. Tatiana and Alister had planned to join the two, but due to assign questions, a replacement escort was sent to cover Claus and Lavie as they try to learn more about The Guild's intentions. Not long into their investigation, their entourage was quickly shot
down by another Guild starfish and grabbed Claus The starfish forced Claus' ship to crash, but they weren't damaged. The starfish pilot revealed himself to confront Claus and began to say: 'People from Prester, I welcome you home. Ideally, you should be guided here by my colleagues... However, I will not ask whether this is indeed the case. This is because
the mistake of not managing you properly falls partly on them. I... two commands for you. We will provide full assistance to all returning refugees. In exchange, place under our leadership. That's number one. In this world, with a different climate and ecosystem than you're used to, there is but the only way for your species to continue to be and thrive. That's to
submit to our control. This is for your protection. Second, you have to give up virgin exile to us. Throughout the rhetoric, Claus got more nervous and nervous as the Guild pilot referred to them as something to be controlled and easing Al into the guild. He had had enough and scolded the pilot for being free people and also refused to let Go of Al. In response,
the pilot used his support to kick parts of the ship's hull in Claus' face. Lavie tried to shoot the pilot, but his reflexive speed grabbed and threw Lavie off the boat before she could fire. Just as the pilot was about to catch Al, the power of the Anatoray-Disith battle-fleet arrived to save them and the pilot retreated. After getting patched, Claus and the family
returned home. Claus had his head bandaged after a skirmish with the Guild pilot. As the night winds down, Claus was thinking about Al's condition when she suffered severe anxiety to sleep. Lavie then bounced back, if the Anatoray-Disith combat fleet hadn't arrived, they'd be in trouble. She also reflects on the strength of the pilot; Claus agreed, and he also
realized that he had re-hid it from the guild. Unknown to them, Al developed a deeper seated fear of the guild in recent events. Dinner at Tatiana's &amp; Meeting Henrick WislaEdit Some time later, Claus was summoned to Tatiana's home for dinner. It seems tatiana's uncle, Henrick Wisla, also wanted to take a good look at the man Tatiana was so happy
about. From the moment Henrick opened the door to greet Claus, it was filled with mysterious anxieties as Henrick invited Claus inside for a chat. At dinner, it was a strong air of tension as Tatiana waited for her uncle to react and Alister ecstaticly observed every moment of the situation. Henrick began by presenting himself as Henrick Wisla, uncle and
guardian of Tatiana. Henrick wasted little time and went to a point: he accused Claus of getting close to Tatiana to increase his standing with the Wisla court rank. Tatiana is quick to defend Claus when he is confused about the whole Feeling uncomfortable with the situation, Claus used the pretext of his interest in Al to leave, but Henrick grabbed him and
pulled him out, accusing him of being too friendly by calling him uncle. However, it was Henrick's delusions as Claus tried to explain that he didn't say anything like that. To further bemissed by Claus (because he never knew Tatiana had feelings for him and their relationship was always platonic), Henrick loudly declared that Claus would never have his niece.
However, Henrick eventually changed his tune when he realized who Claus really was. During this time, Henrick could not figure out the relevance of the name, Claus. It was at that moment screaming at Claus that he realised who he really was: the famous vanship pilot, his exploits aboard Silvana, and the trusted confidante of the empress. After actually
understanding who Claus was, his biggest concern about Claus trying to gain a rank in winsla's family changed when he realized he could do the same through him. Suddenly Henrick released Claus and completely changed his tune. Henrick politely offered him wine and used honorable, dono (sir) when calling his name. Claus was still shocked as a sudden
shift in attitude and still confused about what was going on; he suggested to leave, but Henrick begged and defended that Claus should stay and eat. Claus was nice about the whole thing and agreed to eat but no drinking. A few drinks later, due to Henrick shoving wine in his mouth, Claus's face was drunk red-flushed. Tatiana gave Claus water and
apologized to her uncle, explaining that he was a man some would get used to. Claus was nice about this and said he didn't mind. Then he thanked Tatiana for the food, thought it was delicious. Tatiana gave most of the credit to Alis (unknown to him, Tatiana was the one who cooked everything for Claus). Then he got up to say goodbye, but the wine
stunned him and he fell right into Tatiana. To keep him from falling, she held him as he rested in his arms and head over his shoulders. Unknown Claus, the guild has returned for Al again. Guild Kidnapping &amp; RescueEdit The following day Claus returned to find out that Lavie and Al had been captured by the guild overnight. Mullin apologized for not
protecting them, but Claus never blamed him. Looking at the debris, he found a tray of food. Holly told Claus that both Al and Lavie reserved food for him and waited for his return. Holly was angry and asked to know what it took Claus so long to get home, but he couldn't answer Holly. He was for foremed with guilt because everyone thought he was at an
important meeting at Wisla's house, not for dinner, where he got drunk and recovered from a hang-over. Feeling angry and guilty over what happened, Claus blamed himself and tried to take a traffic vanship to find it two; Tatiana wouldn't let that. She reminded him of the dangers of taking on the guild and Claus angrily acknowledged the dangerous situation,
but he also blamed himself for being accepted. Later, Tatiana and Claus returned to their battleship and suggested they find a battleship to find the missing two. Feeling also responsible for the situation, Tatiana volunteered to be Claus navi for the rescue mission. Soon after, Claus and Tatiana took a flight looking for Al and Lavie. After some reflection, Claus
realized Al still had a necklace Luciola had given her before, and believes that it is connected to all communication devices guild; He believes he'll find the girls through it. When he returned to the crash site of Starfish, which he had previously beaten, he tried to salvage the ship's communication equipment. With the help of Tatiana Understanding Guild tech,
they managed to get a position on Al and immediately flew in to investigate. The duo eventually discover a hidden Guild base, built in the mountains. However, they were quickly detected and The Guild sent starfishes to shoot them down. Claus manages to handle himself well against advanced Guild ships, but he was unable to make his full skills due to
Tatiana's navigational abilities lacking symbiotic coordination (as opposed to his bond with Lavie) to fully control their narábu, they were shot down by the guild. Although shot, the ship only suffered pressure claudia complications from battle damage and managed to safely crash-land the fighter under the clouds of the mountain. Repairs were quickly made
and the two could fly again, but Tatiana's emotions got in the way. During the battle, he called Lavie's name in the heat of battle instead of Tatiana; her emotions got the best out of her and she demanded to know is that nothing compared to Lavie. Unfortunately, Claus read as a direct question of her skill, not her insecurity is not romantically measured until
Lavie (although she never selected any girl). Tatiana asked again, but suggested it was unrelated to her navigational abilities. She tried to make it clearer, but she couldn't admit her feelings to him and made things confusing. Her anxiety persuaded her to refocus on the mission and told Claus to forget what she said. Claus hasn't figured out Tatiana's feelings
for him yet, but he stopped her by grabbing her hand and saying he thinks he's an amazing pilot, but he also believes it's not the answer he's looking for. Claus knows at least that his answer is important to Tatiana and he wanted him to be asked clearly so that he could give an honest answer. Tatiana was supposed to explain when the pair heard a
commotion in the neighborhood. Its capital, the Dian Guild, is under attack. Dian Chect came looking for two, but quickly met with resistance from the Guild. Claus and Tatiana launched their ship to help Dian Chect. A the starfish seriously damaged the command bridge and the captain was badly injured. Just as the starfish was about to make a comeback,
Claus thrust his lime straight into the starfish to prevent Dian Chect from being destroyed. Guild pilot is going to return fire and Claus backed out to prevent further damage. The pair then landed directly on the damaged bridge and Tatiana gathered the crew for a counterattack. Last exile: Fam Silver WingEdit Two years have passed since the events of the
last exile. At this time, Claus served as the oldest of the UK's Anatoray-Disith settlers, serving as a key figure in the eventual discovery of a semen vault left in the care of the Earth Guild, as recorded in the latest exile: Travelers From Hourglass.  Last exile: Fam, Silver Wing - Air log, documents Claus in time between passengers from hourglass, and Fam,
Silver Wing. Claus suffered serious injuries in one confrontation with amnesia Dio when the other came to Earth and traced his faint memories. While his subsequent injuries tied him to a wheelchair, Claus forgave the recovered and deeply remorseful Dio. Claus' sure promise to heal and find his way back to heaven appeased Dio. In return, it allowed Dio to
find a renewed purpose to make sure the sky would be there to welcome Claus back. Anti-Luscinia MovementEdit During the events of the anti-Luscinia movement, including Dio and Al escape from the guild, Claus rests on the mountainous highlands in his canopy. Lavie comes in with a wheelchair to wake him up for lunch. United Peace &amp; Grand
RaceEdit Claus, Lavie and Alvis are watching the Grand Race. After Luscinia's plans were thwarted, the Ades Federation renewed its policy for world peace. Restarting what the former Augusta tried almost a decade ago, Sārā Augusta restarts the Grand Race in an attempt to bring world peace again. Learning about the Grand Race, Claus and Lavie took
part to observe the race. Dio originally won the race, but since he won without a navigator, he was disqualified and Tatiana Wisla was the default winner. RelationshipsEdit FamilyEdit Hamilcar ValcaEdit Claus father, he is the greatest inspiration for Claus as a child. Justina ValcaEdit Claus's mother, she was a housewife who tended to the ground while
Hamilcar carried out his mission mission to make income. After her husband's death, she continued to work and took lavie, but her condition failed and she eventually died of the disease. When she was gone, Claus and Lavie were orphaned, but they survived alone. Adopted FamilyEdit Lavie HeadEdit Navigator and best friend Claus, both lost their fathers on
the Grand Stream, but also inherited their manhood to also cross it one day. Although their personalities are different, they have always thought that they are alike and understand each other When they were growing up, they did everything together, including learning to become skilled pilots. Somewhere throughout this closeness, Lavie developed romantic
feelings for Claus, but Claus always treated her like a sister. Although Lavie has always been brutally blunt and honest about everything else in her life, she has always kept her romantic feelings private, but everyone else can see that she loves Claus. In ginyoku's last exile no fam, the two of them behave like a couple, which eventually happened during a
five year hiaculation. Alvis E. HamiltonEdit The last survivor of the Hamilton family and an unofficial member of the guild, Al was the target of interest in everything he understood that she was the living key to accessing the exiled arch-ship in the Grand Stream. Claus couldn't leave the little child in fear and swore he'd take care of her. During the events of the
last exile, Claus always came to her rescue and helped her whenever she was in need. After moving to Earth, the guild returned again, but Claus got back to protect her. It was through Claus's self-less acts that Al began to have a crush on him. Holly Mad-thaneEdit Claus first met Holly after taking a 3-star mission to deliver a message to her father, David
Mad-thane. She wanted to deliver a personal message to her father, and Claus agreed to help her deliver it. Claus would return the optimistic message to Holly that her father would return to her soon, but things changed then. Due to the spat of war between Anatoray and Disith, Holly's family has devoted their efforts to helping the injured. After the events of
the last exile, Holly's parents sent her to Earth in front of them, and she stayed with Claus and Lavia. Crew SilvanaEdit Alexander RowEdit Captain Silvana, Alex was the one who originally tried to fly over the Grand Stream with Hamilcar Roller (Claus's father) and also the one who returned to give Claus and his mother news of his demise. Because of the
many years they have had in the past since Claus last saw Alex, he didn't remember or recognize him as a pilot who flew with his father. Alex left his lime for the Valca family, but Claus made a mistake with his father and kept it for many years until the two met aboard Silvana. Since Alex tends to be an intense and strict person, he is often difficult to approach
and talk to. However, after understanding more about Alex and the reasons for his actions, Claus's anger gave him the courage to speak his mind against the infamous captain. Sophia ForresterEdit Sophia is second in command of Silvana and would later become Empress Anatoray-Disith Kingdom. Sophia is the only person who develops any romantic
relationship with Claus. In a moment of emotional weakness, Claus was soothed by Sophia after she was emotionally punished by Alex. Thank him in the way she could only gave Claus a loving kiss, a kiss that Claus will never forget. Unknown to others, Claus developed a crush on Sophia, but she became empress and he never pursued her and eventually
went to Earth. Tatiana WislaEdit Leading vanship squad leader, she presented herself as a tough and rude man around Claus. She would often make rude comments to Claus to remind him of his incompetence (due to lack of training). Despite all this though, Claus was never mad at her and continued to be kind to her. After she had an emotional
breakdown, it was Claus who helped her remember. After sharing emotions and life &amp; death situations together, Tatiana eventually developed romantic feelings for Claus. Unfortunately, despite her blunt nature, her nervousness over it makes her shy over some things. While she wants to have little more than a platonic relationship with Claus, she has
kept her feelings private, but it often confuses Claus as others are aware of it, and he can't see past advice. Alister AgrewEdit Alister was the first girl from Silvana's crew who made her eyes on Claus. During their first meeting, she was rude to Claus when asked about Tatiana's name, but later Alister changed his mind. At the casino, Claus protected Alister
with his own body in front of a crowd of Goliath soldiers who managed to smash the wounded Alister. She was very surprised and confused. After an eight-hour endurance race and Lavie's refusal to be Claus's navigator, Alister proposes to take her place during negotiations between Alex and Vincent. She told Claus she'd always been navigated by the
stars, but now she couldn't believe they'd find the right way. She allows Claus to call her 'Alis' that only very close friends can do. There is a secret to what Alister really feels about Claus because she will never show her feelings. She was also very happy that Claus changed his best friend Tatiana. GalleryEdit Conceptual ArtEdit Page 6Page 7Page 8Page
9Page 10Page 11Page 12Page 13Page 6Page 7Page 8Add a photo to this gallery Notes &amp; TriviaEdit Due to ladies competing for his affection especially Lavie and Tatiana, Claus later earned a nickname of Lady Killer Articles &amp; ReferencesEdit External LinksEdit LinksEdit
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